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ſociety, might not the purpoſe be equally

and inclination of the different ſtrata. On

well attained by permitting the entalls to
be made upon money in place of land, and
is there not reaſon to think that the pub.
lic funds might be ſufficiently permanent

the eaſt ſide of the pariſh and of theſe ri
vulets, the ſoil is generally upon a fine
limeſtone, but in ſome ſituations a ſandy
loam may be obſerved. On the weſt-fide,

to become the ſubjećt of ſuch entails?
-

A CITizen of Glasgow.

the ſoil, though of an excellent quality and
ſcarcely inferior to the other, is neverthe

leſs totally diſſimilar: it lies upon a hard
kind of flone, provincially denominated
For the Monthly Magazine.
An Account of Rav ENston Ed Ale, in the rag, which continues to ſome diſtance
weſtward without interruption, and with
county of west MoRLAND.
HE almoſt univerſal approbation little or no variation. The difference in
with which ſtatiſtical inquiſitions the diſpoſition of the ſtrata appears to
have been lately received, and their ma be very remarkable: on the one fide, they
nifeſt utility in diſcovering the real ſtate incline to the eaſt; whilſt on the other,
and nature of a country, and thereby di they uniformly verge to the weſt. As a
re&ting to the different pračtical improve map of this pariſh has not perhaps ever
ments of which it is capable, are conſi been made, it is next to an impoſfibility,
derations that have induced the writer of to aſcertain with any degree of exačtneſs
this article to ſubmit to the public the the number of acres that Ravenſtomedale
following obſervations. It is alſo his contains. The incloſed lands have, how
intention, to extend his inquiries to the ever, been computed to conſiſt of about
ſeveral diſtricts of which this county is two thouſand five hundred acres; but this
compoſed, and, if proper and authentic computation ſeems to be erroneous, and
information ſhall be obtained, to conti to fall ſhort of the preciſe number.
From its elevated ſituation, and the vi
nue his reports in ſome of the ſubſequent
cinity of the mountains by which it is
numbers of the Monthly Magazine.
Ravenſtonedale, in all probability, de ſurrounded, it might naturally be ſup
rived its name from the great quantity of poſed, that the atmoſphere of this part of
raven or grey ſtones, which abound in the the country could have little to recom
ſouthern extremity of the pariſh; though mend it, and that the climate in winter
the late Dr. Burn, in his hiſtory of Weſt would be very ſevere. That this is really
morland, has traced it to a different ori the caſe, the inhabitants have ſufficient ex

gin. The river Raven however, from
which he ſuppoſes the appellation to have
been received, muſt certainly have ex
iſted in the Doctor's imagination only;
as a river of that name is now wholly un
known.

perience. Great falls of rain and ſnow

are very frequent. But during the months
of January, February, and March, the
cold is perhaps moſt intenſe ; and at this

ſeaſon of the year the hills are generally

In a charter made in the time of covered with ſnow, which renders the air

Henry II. it is called Ravenſiandale,
which ſeems partly to confirm the deri
vation we have given; fiane being ſtill,
as is well known, the provincial word
forffone, throughout the counties of Weſt

very chill and piercing. It does not how
ever oft happen, that there is rain here
when the wind blows from the eaſt; the
clouds being generally diffipated and
broken on the high ridge of mountains,

morland and Cumberland.

which ſeparate Weſtmorland from York

The extent

of the pariſh is about ſeven miles from ſhire. In the year 1777, the ſmall pox
north to ſouth; and at its greateſt breadth, was very mortal, and a great number of
five miles from eaſt to weſt. It is ſixteen people died, all of whom, one excepted,
miles from Kendal, and twelve from Ap had the diſeaſe naturally; ſince that time.
pleby; is bounded on the eaſt by the inoculation has been more generally
pariſh of Kirkby Stephen; on the ſouth adopted, and its beneficial effects have
by the pariſhes of Kirkby-Stephen and been highly viſible. The vaccine or cow
Sedbergh; on the weſt by the pariſh of pox was alſo introduced during the laſt
Orton; and on the north by the pariſhes winter, and was proved to be a more mild
of Croſby Garret and Kirkby-Stephen. and eaſy diſeaſe than the ſmallpox, and
The nature and quality of the ſoil have a complete preventative againſt the infec
one grand diviſion, formed by ſome rivu tion of that diſorder. Nor has inocula
lets that interſe&t and divide the eaſtern tion for the cow-pox been confined to the
from the weſtern part of the pariſh. practice of medical men only. Many
Theſe waters are alſo the boundaries have been inoculated by others, with
which ſeparate the various kinds of ſtone great ſucceſs. And in ſome inſtances,
that are tound here, and the diſpoſition parents themſelves have inoculated their
owa
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own children, and always perfectly ſuc baſis of morality, and of the happineſs
ceeded.

The inhabitants of this pariſh of mankind individually and collectively;

are in general a healthy and hardy race of and more eſpecially as the evils and cala
which have of late years pervaded
people, of a robuſt and muſcular form of mities
and deſolated Europe, appear to have

body, ſubjećt to no particular diſeaſe, and

many of them attain to an advanced age. originated from a contempt and derelic
There
is one perſon ninety three years of tion of all religious worſhip ; it is with
age, who nevertheleſs enjoys at this time the utmoſt concern and regret that I be
the increaſing infidelity of the preſent
a good ſtate of health. And there are hold
others ſo ſtout and healthy at the age of age, already extended to the moſt retired

ſequefiered ſituations. Formerly, and
eighty five, or eighty-fix, as to be able to and
perform a great deal of work. . It can perhaps alſo at no great diſtance of time,
not however be denied, but that where

the church and the different diſſenting

the perſon is formed by nature with a meeting-houſes in the pariſh might have
weak and fickly habit of body, this country been ſeen attended on a Sunday by a very
is by no means ſuitable for his conſtitution, numerous and reſpeštable aſſemblage of
It is generally believed, that very good people, and this when the population of
place was evidently leſs than at pre
free-ſtone might be procured on ſome of the
the lands belonging to the Earl of Lonſ ſent. But
dale, but at preſent there are no quarries Tempora mutantur, et nos mutamur in illis.
of this kind wrought. In the hill called Not to ſay worſe, an apathy, or blameable
Clouds, ſome ſmall and inconfiderable veins indifference, reſpe&ting the ſublime doc
of ſpar and lead ore have been found. trines of Chriſtianity and the rites and
There are ſtones got in the pariſh, which ceremonies of religion has pervaded the
are appropriated by the inhabitants to the maſs of the people. The church is very
uſes of flooring and ſlating houſes. Some much deſerted; and at the diſtribution of
of theſe ſtones are ſmooth, and will re the ſacrament, which according to cuſtom
ceive a poliſh, others are rough and con takes place ſix times in the year, there are
tain veins of flint, and they are in gene. ſeldom more than twenty perſons preſent.
ral of a brown and darkiſh hue. Coals
The farms are very ſmall, few being
are brought from the Stanemore pits, a above 60l. a year, and varying from that
to
ol. and under. Indeed the number of
diſtance of eighteen miles, and ſell at the
rate of 5s. 6d. per cart load.* Peats. farmers in this pariſh is few, in compari
alſo, which are got on the neighbouring ſon of the number of proprietors of land,
common, are uſed for fuel by many fa who live on their own eſtates, and follow
milies, and ſell for 1s. 6d. the cart in ſum huſbandry; there being generally reckoned
mer, and for 2s. in winter.
three land-holders, or as they are here de
According to Dr. Burn, whoſe hiſtory nominated ſlateſmen, for one farmer.
of this county was publiſhed in 1777, this The number of yeomanry is however of
pariſh contained 225 families, of which late years much diminiſhed, and the land
59 were diſſenters. The following is a is divided into greater portions, and has
. of the late report made by the pariſh become the poſſeſſion of a more opulent,
officers on this ſubject :
but leſs numerous, ſet of people than for
Inhabited houſes, in 1801, 224.—-Un merly. To the man uſed to aſſociate ideas
inhabited ditto 5.-Families 2.89.-Males of general plenty and proſperity with the
498.-Females 640—Employed in agri increaſed affluence of a few individuals,
culture, 232.-Employed in trades, 54.— and who knows not that wealth may poſſi
Other claſſes, 846.--Total, 1138.
bly exiſt in a country, and nevertheleſs
It appears therefore that fince 1777 that miſery and want may alſo exiſt in a ſtill
there has been an increaſe of 55 families ; greater degree, a change of this nature
and that the average number of perſons will doubtleſs appear pleaſing. But nothing
compoſing a family, is 4+; nearly. There is more certain, than that the comforts and
are at this time in the pariſh, 43 families conveniences of the people at large have
of Calviniſt Diſſenters, conſiſting of 172 decreaſed, in proportion as the influence
individuals; and 4 of quakers, making and riches of a few have been augmented.
17 perſons. There are alſo a few metho The mode of cultivation in uſe, is proba
diſts, but they have no meeting-houſe, bly not much different from that which was
nor any conſtant preacher. Accuſtomed practited nearly a century ago. Men are
as I am to conſider religion as the great naturally attached to ancient cuſtoms; and
* The cart-load here mentioned, conſiſts

when their local ſituation contributes to

of 25 pecks of coals, and the peck contains

render their attachments more ſtrong, it

16 quarts, Wincheſter meaſure.

requires unuch time, before improvements

3
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in agriculture of any conſiderable impor render the crops of comparatively ſmall
tance can be effected ; fince it is by ſlow value. With reſpešt to potatoes, there
and almoſt imperceptible degrees they are very few grown in this pariſh; and
will be communicated and adopted. And perhaps not more than two or three fami
it muſt be from much experience and re lies plant a quantity fiſficient for their
peated obſervation, that the attentive agri own ſupply. The potatoes that are
culturiſt will learn to purſue that plan of chiefly conſumed here, are therefore
cultivation which is moſt congenial to the

brought from Appleby, for the carriage of

foil and climate of his grounds, and beſt
adapted to promote his own intereſt.
Very little of the land in this pariſh is in
tillage. Mr. Pringle in his Agricultural

which, in addition to the exorbitant price
this article has lately fetched, and exclu
five of impoſitions which are not unfre
quent, they pay nine-pence for every eight

Survey of the County of Weſtmorland, Wincheſter pecks; inſomuch that, during
publiſhed in 1794, ſays that in Ravenſtone the laſt year, the Wincheſter buſhel of
dale there are not fixty acres of corn. potatoes was often ſold for fix ſhillings.
And I can very readily believe there would It is impoſſible to aſſign any plauſible or
be no ſuch number at that time ; ſince at ſatisfactory reaſon, why an article that
preſent, when the dearneſs of grain might has been cultivated in almoſt every part
be ſuppoſed a ſufficient inducement to at of the country with the greateſt profit and
tempt the culture of this neceſſary article ſucceſs ever ſince its firſt importation, and
on every ſoil and in every climate, where which is perhaps the moſt uſeful root that
any probability of ſucceſs ſhould preſent was ever imported into this or any other
.." and when more land is in tillage, country, ſhould be ſo much neglected in
than can be remembeled at any former Ravenſtonedale. It has been computed
period; there are nevertheleſs not more

that an acre of ground planted with pota

than one hundred acres ſown with corn.

toes, will yield on an average three hun
Thoſe whoſe grounds are in tillage, take dred and twenty Wincheſter buſhels,
which,
if ſold at the rate of two ſhillings
three or four crops of oats from the ſame
land without intermiſſion ; and afterwards per buſhel, will leave 321. for the rental of
the land thus impoveriſhed is left to re the land and other incidental expences.
cruit itſelf, without ſowing upon it for And if every landholder and farmer were
this purpoſe any artificial graſſes, as is to appropriate one acre of ground yearly
cuſtomary in other countries. It ſeems to the raiſing of potatoes, than which no
aſtoniſhing that the coldneſs and moiſture thing can be more profitable, there would
of the climate ſhould be confidered by the not only be a quantity ſufficient for the uſe
inhabitants as inſurmountable difficulties

of all the inhabitants, but a great provi

attending the cultivation of corn, when it ſion for the ſupport of horſes and cows
is well known, that in Norway, Sweden, during the winter ſeaſon would be alſo
and ſome other northern ſituations, where
the cold is far more intenſe, and where

thereby effected.* Turnips alſo have
been very little attempted. The general

the ſoil is in many places naturally unfer opinion of agriculturiſts, founded on I

tile, they nevertheleſs grow great quanti know not what foundation, is that they
ties of grain. The cauſe of ſuperiority are a crop which will not ſucceed here.
in the culture and produćtion of corn in One perſon has this year ſown a ſmall field

thoſe bleak and dreary regions appears with turnip ſeed, the greateſt quantity of
*

to be the uſe of a kind of ſeed that ripens land that has perhaps ever been ſet apart
Ravenſtonedale is moſt
not for ſo great a length of time the remarkable for its excellent meadow and

at a very early period, and which requires for this purpoſe.

warmth and nutriment of the ſun to bring paſture-ground; and, in this view of it,
it to perfe&tion. And were the ſame kind perhaps excels every other pariſh in Weſt.
of ſeed of univerſal requeſt here, the crops morland and Cumberland. It is proba
would, I doubt not, be much more proli ble, that two-thirds of this diſtrić may
fic than at preſent, and be alſo ſooner rea
dy for the ſickle.

It is not ſo much the

elevation of the country, or the vicinity

* Before quitting this ſubject, it is not per

of the mountains, as many ſuppoſe, that haps either improper or unneceſſary to notice
hinders the corn from ripening and being the method by which potatoes are uſually cul

productive, but the uſe of a grain which tivated here. They neither dig nor plough the
deſtined for this purpoſe; but having
cannot attain to perfection until the year ground
upon it the intended manure, plans
be far advanced, when the great falls of Placed
the potatoes, and ſpread over them a
rain that generally happen at that ſeaſon, light covering of ſoil. A method very repre
deſtroy the hopes of the huſbandman, and henſible.
conſ?
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into Northumberland. Butter is therefore

conſiſt of meadow ; and the reſt which is
not in tillage, of paſture-land. They
generally reckon, that to paſture a cow
five or fix months will make her very good
beef, and ſufficiently fat for the market;

the cheapeſt article ſold here. For ſome
time paſt however, on account of the high
prices of proviſions, the profits of the
dairy have been likewiſe very great, and

and in ſome inſtances not ſo much time

the value of land has thereby much ad

is allowed. Twenty yards of well got hay
are alſo deemed fully competent for a like
purpoſe, during the winter ſeaſon : nor is
corn or any thing elſe made uſe of in
feeding cattle. The great price which

vanced. It may be ſaid with certainty
and propriety, that the rents and advan
tages ariſing from farming and the cultiva

tive, as ſome of thoſe fed here have been

their butter with water, but here they do

tion of land, are in a great meaſure ob

tained from the quantity and excellency of
fat cattle have fetched of late, has the butter and cheeſe which this pariſh
made the buſineſs of a grazier very lucra. produces. In moſt countries they waſh
ſold for upwards of thirty guineas each. not ; and nevertheleſs, greaterneatneſs and
In inſtances however of this kind, the

ſkill cannot be exhibited, norbutterofa more

time required for fattening was generally
much longer than is mentioned above;
and a cow bought into the paſtures for
mine or ten pounds, is, after having re
mained there five or fix months, uſually
eſtimated at eighteen or nineteen pounds.
Sheep are commonly ſuppoſed to be ſold
from tem to fixteen ſhillings in advance,
after paſturing. The number of ſheep
paſtured here, does not probably exceed
five hundred. They are denominated, from
the great length of their wool, the long

excellent taſte and flavourbe obtained. The

though finer, is of a ſhorter nature.

for more.

land in this pariſh pays notithes; the landhol
ders having purchaſed them of the then
lord of the manor, a predeceſſor of the
preſent Earl of Lonſdale. “In Raven
ſtonedale,” ſays Mr. Houſman, “where
no tithes are paid, there are between zooo
and 3 coo acres incloſed, four-fifths of
which are let at the rate of four ſhillings
to eleven ſhillings the acre, and the re
mainder at from twenty ſhillings to forty
ſhillings.” But this is certainly a miſtake :
Scotch ſheep, in contradiſtinction to the the land lets in general fºr between thirty
Cheviot-hill breed, the wool of which, and forty ſhillings per acre, and ſome of it
It is

The laſt year, ſome eſtates were

computed that four fleeces of thoſe ſheep let to farm at more than forty-five ſhillings
will make a ſtone, and the ſtone ſells for nine

per acre. The lands are ſeldom leaſed for

ſhillings and fixpence. When the ſheep are a longer term than ſix years ; and general
fat, they weigh from ten to fourteen lbs. ly the leaſes are much ſhorter. . This un
per quarter. Very good mutton is alſo doubtedly prevents all ideas of improve
ſometimes killed off the common. Ra ment, and the farmer, unleſs ſome agree
venſtonedale, from its fine meadow and paſ ment be previouſly made to the contrary,
ture-ground, is alſo noted for the excellent cannot be expected to advance the condi
butter and cheeſe it produces. Much of tion of the land he occupies.
this butter is carried into the counties of

(To be continued.)

Yorkſhire and Lancaſhire, and ſome of it
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account of M. of SER, PR of Esso R

the pedantry of the old man, and his own

At Vienna, where he
Electoral acADE MY of PAINTING properly got his firſt inſtruction in the .

of pain ring, and director of the youthful tricks.
at Leipzig, in SAxon Y.

arts, he lived with an old good-natured

uncle, with whom the young, ſprightly,
Vl. burg, in Hungary, in 1717. He and ingenious nephew might do what.
was deſtined to be a confectioner, but he ever he pleaſed. There he acquired by
O E SER, was born at Preſ

never could find any reliſh in this ſweet his produćtions, not only the eſteem and
friendſhip of the then living artiſts of
diſtinétion, particularly of the Director
Won Scupen and of M. Meytanz, but

occupation.
His firſtwho
maſter
in the him.
arts
was called Kamarif,
tormented
very much by employing him to copy
priºts, treated him often with boxes on the

likewiſe the favour and affection of many

ear when he wiſhed to follow his own

great men. The youth who, together
ideas, and cauſed him thereby to run with the greateſt livelineſs, was poſſeſſed
away from his apprenticeſhip. Oºſer of much amiable modeſty, was quite ſur
often related, in a humorous manner, priſed, when his Sacrifice of Abraham
won

